
MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 48 (Mustred)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 21 (Cyan / Green)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.

PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 44 (Babypink)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.

PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 3 (Blue)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.

PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 19 (Black)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.

PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 8 (White )

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.
PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)

It’s theway youmakemefeel



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 5 (Dark Navy)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.

PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)



MONTE CARLO T shirt

Shade - 5 (Dark Navy)

MRP Rs. 1499.00

HSN Code : 61099090

GST : 5 %

Sizes Available : S/36, M/38, L/40, XL/42, XXL/44MONTE

CARLO
It’s the way you make me feel

Write up :

MONTE CARLO uses ULTRA FRESH technique to keep the product

range free of bacteria’s & maintain the freshness of the product.

ULTRA FRESH are special kind of Antimicrobial additives that

inhibit the growth of odour & stain causing bacteria.

PROVEN BACTERIAL CONTROL

Formulated to provide excellent durability, antimicrobial fabrics

treated with Ultra-Fresh offer effective performance after multiple

cleaning or extended exposure to environmental stresses.

(220 gsm - 100% Cotton)


